The Story of Romulus and Remus

- Romulus and Remus were ______________.
- Their wicked uncle wanted to be the ________________.
- The servants put the twins by the River ________________.
- A she-______________ found the twins. The wolf looked after them at first.
- Then a ________________ took them home and looked after them.
- When Romulus and Remus grew up they built a ________________ on a hill by the River Tiber.
- Both twins wanted to be the ________________.
- They looked into the sky. Remus saw _______ vultures and Romulus saw ________________ vultures.
- The people said ________________ should be king.
- Remus said the city would never be finished. Romulus was angry and he ________________ his brother.
- The city was named ________________ after Romulus.

use some of these words to help you

| Rome | killed | twins | king | wolf | Tiber | man | city | shepherd | dog | twelve | Romulus | six |